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Reviewer's report:

Li et al. described experiments regarding IFN-γ treatment on CD133+ liver cancer stem cells. The work was on 4 human cell lines; 2 cell lines expressing a high percentage of CD133 and other cell lines expressing low percentage. The authors concluded that CD133+ resist Interferon-gamma-induced autophagy. The major problems with study are A) results are not presented sequentially to represent a better flow of the ideas and there are insufficient presentation of the figures, B) the discussion part is also not sufficient and does not address the important results presented.

Specific Comments:

1. Why the authors used a 20000 IU rhIFN-γ every day for four weeks? They should cite a reference for such protocol or give a reason.

2. The number of replicates and repetition for each in vitro experiment should be mentioned in the figure legends.

3. The expression CD133 on the four cell lines should be presented at the beginning of the results section.

4. The first thing the authors mentioned in their results that they want to show that cancer cells can live s.c. long enough (8 weeks) in nude mice. They chose PLC8024 cell line that expresses a high percentage of CD133. Why did they not choose or present also a low-CD133 expressed cell line? Why did they pick 8 weeks? In addition, they indicated that CSC may escape immune cells attack in nude mice. The latter sentence is not an appropriate indication since this is seen in an immunocompromised animals and no data shows what happens next (will the tumor re-grow?)

5. Fig1C and D should be combined with Figure 2!
6. The second part of the results the authors stated that "CD133+ HCC cells resist IFN-γ-induced growth arrest". I would suggest changing the title especially the word "arrest" to "delay" since growth was seen also in low CD133+ cells.

7. The subtitle "IFN-γ treatment enriches the CD133+ cell population in vitro and in vivo" does not correspond to the results seen. IFN-γ treatment in vivo enriches CD133+ regardless of the CD133 expression, but this is not seen in vitro. This point needs to be discussed in detail in the discussion section.

8. "Results demonstrated that the percentage of CD133+ cells in BEL7402 and QGY7701 cells slightly increased after IFN-γ treatment, in which the percentage of CD133+ cells in BEL 7402 was doubled and the percentage of CD133+ in QGY 7701 was increased by seven times after IFN-γ treatment." The terms "slightly increased" and "increased by seven times" do not match. Were these changes statistically significant? The sentence above should be re-written.

9. It is not clear how Fig 5A and 5B "demonstrated that IFN-γ treatment increased autophagy in BEL7402 and QGY7701 cells, but not in the Huh7 and PLC8024 cells". The text needs a much better presentation of the data shown. The presentation is subjective. It should be presented in an objective or semi-quantitative manner.

10. Fig. 5C does not show the expression of ATG5 without and with IFN-γ treatment (i.e. no controls were seen).

11. The discussion part is not sufficient; it does not discuss the results for instance: why IFN-γ treatment in vitro and in vivo resulted in different behavior on low versus high-expressed CD133+? What are the proposed mechanisms? Why IFN-γ treatment induced a different behavior on low expressed CD133 cells with ATG5 silencing?

12. An important review that describes the relation between autophagy and apoptosis and the crosstalk between the process should assist the authors in their discussion.

13. Fig 4A the y-axis INF-γ should be corrected to IFN-γ

14. The article needs to proof-read for English language usage.
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